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ABSTRACT
Chinese immigrant communities are often portrayed as the prototypical ethnic
enclave, highly segregated across both space and time. This paper uses full-
count historical census data to challenge this misconception. I show that Chi-
nese segregation in 19th-century California varied based on the economic and
demographic characteristics of where they lived. In fact, locational factors ex-
plained more variance than individual characteristics. These outcomes may also
have been shaped by local ordinances regulating where the Chinese could live
and work.

HISTORICAL CHINESE POPULATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES
(A) Chinese railroad workers (B) Chinese immigrant population
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors, 1885
”The picture of ’Chinatown in San Francisco,’ is a picture of every ’Chinatown’
in every other large city or town... there is no country on the habitable globe to
which there has been any marked Chinese emigration where the same system
of clannish isolation does not exist in all large communities. [Chinese migrants
are] unchangeable in any material aspect, non-assimilating in nature, and hence
productive only of evil consequences when migrating to these shores.”

Historical context suggests high segregation levels
•Target of many restrictive policies: zoning, covenants, explicit ordinances.
•Clustered Chinatowns as a survival strategy amidst nativist backlash.
•Majority single men in low-skilled occupations; more group housing.

Theoretical predictions
•Spatial assimilation: Where groups live reflects the state of their assimilation.
•Preferences and networks: Migrants ”follow social networks...to specific jobs

in particular neighborhoods of selected cities.” (Massey 1985)

•Place stratification: ”Racial and ethnic minorities are sorted by place accord-
ing to their group’s relative standing in society.” (Alba & Logan 1993)

−→ All predict Chinese immigrants were highly segregated!

Existing evidence
• San Francisco Chinese most segregated of all groups in 1880. (Eriksson & Ward 2019)

•But, 84% of Chinese in Seattle had non-Chinese neighbors. (Lew-Williams 2018)

Research questions
1. How segregated were historical Chinese immigrant communities?
2. What explains different outcomes over space and time?

DATA AND SETTING
Full-count census, 1870-1880

California: half of Western population, 560k (1870) to 865k (1880). 75% of Chi-
nese immigrant population in both years.
Analysis at the township level, added to public data from enumeration form
headers. 338 townships in 50 counties (1870), 400 over 52 counties (1880).

Where did the Chinese live?
Rural vs. urban

SF Other urban* Other townships
Total population 149,504 68,507 341,004
% of state population 26.7% 12.2% 61.1%
Chinese population 11,676 6,013 30,764
% Chinese population 24.1% 12.4% 63.5%

* LA, Marysville, Oakland, Sacramento, San Jose, Santa Cruz, Stockton, San Jose.

Geographic spread
• 41 townships had no Chinese; 57 had 10 or fewer; 108 had 100+
•The mean township had 161 Chinese residents; the median, 57.
•Mean township was 11.7% Chinese. Range: 0.09% to 78.8% (!)

−→ High dispersion! Preliminary evidence against network theory.

What were these places like? Three distinct types.
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K-means clusters with township demographic and economic characteristics.

1. Mining: small majority mining townships, high immigrant percentage.
2. Agricultural: small, majority native-white agricultural townships.
3. Diversifying: larger townships with diverse populations and economies.
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CHINESE SEGREGATION OUTCOMES
Did segregation outcomes vary across clusters?

SF Urban Mining Agriculture Diversifying
Isolation .76 .59 .56 .29 .42
Dissimilarity .86 .80 .67 .70 .78
Total pop. 148585 9575 838 966 2924
Chinese pct. 7.8 9.4 23.5 4.5 6.8

−→ San Francisco is an outlier, not the paradigm.

Isolation index: distribution across clusters
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−→ Different kinds of places have very different outcomes!

Relative role of individual and place characteristics
Dependent Variable: How many same-race neighbors do you have?
Model: Multilevel ordered logit with individual- & township-level predictors.
Result: 58% of variance explained by township- & county-level unobservables.

Role of restrictive policies
• 19 incorporated townships passed at least one restrictive policy.
• From 1870 and 1880, segregation in restrictive townships increased 15% (avg).

9 pp higher than in non-restrictive townships.
• In progress: comparing townships that either explicitly or implicitly regulated

residence with those with racist but non-residential policies.
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